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1)  The sum of two numbers is 14.  Their difference is 2.  Find the numbers.

2)  Hannah and Tita are selling flower bulbs for a school fundraiser.  Customers can buy bags of
windflower bulbs and bags of daffodil bulbs.  Hannah sold 3 bags of windflower bulbs and 7
bags of daffodil bulbs for a total of $74.  Tita sold 3 bags of windflower bulbs and 3 bags of
daffodil bulbs for a total of $42.  What is the cost each of one bag of windflower bulbs and one
bag of daffodil bulbs?

3)  Your plane traveled 460 miles each way to Houston and back.  The trip there was with the wind. 
It took 5 hours.  The trip back was into the wind.  The trip back took 10 hours.  Find the speed of
the plane in still air and the speed of the wind.

4)  Tyler and Taliah are selling fruit for a school fundraiser.  Customers can buy small boxes of
grapefruit and large boxes of grapefruit.  Tyler sold 4 small boxes of grapefruit and 5 large
boxes of grapefruit for a total of $64.  Taliah sold 5 small boxes of grapefruit and 10 large boxes
of grapefruit for a total of $110.  Find the cost each of one small box of grapefruit and one large
box of grapefruit.

5)  A plane traveled 2240 miles each way to Shanghai and back.  The trip there was with the wind. 
It took 14 hours.  The trip back was into the wind.  The trip back took 16 hours.  Find the speed
of the plane in still air and the speed of the wind.

6)  Chelsea and Amy each improved their yards by planting daylilies and shrubs.  They bought their
supplies from the same store.  Chelsea spent $136 on 8 daylilies and 10 shrubs.  Amy spent $180
on 12 daylilies and 9 shrubs.  Find the cost of one daylily and the cost of one shrub.

7)  A boat traveled 220.8 miles each way downstream and back.  The trip downstream took 9.2
hours.  The trip back took 24 hours.  Find the speed of the boat in still water and the speed of the
current.

8)  A plane traveled 1071 miles each way to Ft. Worth and back.  The trip there was with the wind. 
It took 10.2 hours.  The trip back was into the wind.  The trip back took 22.5 hours.  Find the
speed of the plane in still air and the speed of the wind.

Solve each system by substitution.

9)  -15x - 15y + 12z = -1
6x + 7z = 17

x = -4y + 2z + 
7

6

10)  r = -s - 
2

3
3r - 6s + 6t = -4
18r - 3s - 3t = -11
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11)  Two small pitchers and one large pitcher
can hold 8 cups of water.  One large
pitcher minus one small pitcher constitutes
2 cups of water.  How many cups of  water
can each pitcher hold?

12)  Mr. Hodo's test has twenty questions
worth 100 points.  The test consists of
True/False questions worth 3 points each
and multiple choice questions worth 11
points each.  How many multiple choice
questions are on the test?

13)  Kyra is responsible for buying a week's
supply of food and medication for the
dogs and cats at a local shelter.  The food
and medication for each dog costs twice as
much as those supplies for a cat.  She
needs to feed 164 cats and 24 dogs.  Her
budget is $4240.  How much can Kyra
spend on each dog for food and
medication?   

14)  Parker lived in Portugal and Brazil for a
total period of 14 months in order to learn
Portuguese. He learned an average of 130
new words per month when he lived in
Portugal, and an average of 150 new
words per month when he lived in Brazil.
In total, he learned 1920 new words.
How long did Parker live in Portugal and
how long did he live in Brazil?
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Answers to Solving Word Problems with Matrices (ID: 1)

1)  6 and 8
2)  bag of windflower bulbs: $6, bag of daffodil bulbs: $8
3)  plane: 69 mph, wind: 23 mph
4)  small box of grapefruit: $6, large box of grapefruit: $8
5)  plane: 150 mph, wind: 10 mph 6)  daylily: $12, shrub: $4
7)  boat: 16.6 mph, current: 7.4 mph 8)  plane: 76.3 mph, wind: 28.7 mph
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